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Any available unabridged edition of a title is acceptable.
Ahdieh, Renee. The Wrath and the Dawn. Putnam’s, 2015. In this reimagining of
the “Arabian Nights,” Shahrzad plans to avenge the death of her dearest friend
by volunteering to marry the murderous boy-king of Khorasan but discovers not
all is as it seems within the palace. Series
Archer, Jennifer. Through Her Eyes. HarperTeen, 2011. Sixteen-year-old Tansy is
used to moving every time her mother starts writing a new book. However, in the
small Texas town where her grandfather grew up, she is lured into the world of a
troubled young man whose death sixty years earlier is shrouded in mystery.
Aveyard, Victoria. Red Queen. HarperTeen, 2015. In a world divided by blood--those
with common, Red blood serve the Silver-blooded elite, who are gifted with
superhuman abilities--seventeen-year-old Mare, a Red, discovers she has an
ability of her own. To cover up this impossibility, the king forces her to play the
role of a lost Silver princess and betroths her to one of his own sons. But Mare
risks everything and uses her new position to help the Scarlet Guard --a growing
Red rebellion--even as her heart tugs her in an impossible direction. Series
Bardugo, Leigh. Shadow and Bone. Holt, 2012. Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina
Starkov is taken from obscurity and away from her only friend, Mal, to become
the protégé of the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in
the belief that she can destroy the monsters of the Fold. Series
Blake, Kendare. Three Dark Crowns. HarperTeen, 2016. On the island of Fennbirn,
a set of triplets, born to the queen, are separated at a young age and trained to
use their individual special powers, a Naturalist, an Elemental, and a Poisoner.
As tradition goes, on their sixteenth birthday, the sisters will engage in a battle
to the death; the victor gains the right to be Queen. Series
Bowman, Erin. Vengeance Road. Houghton Mifflin, 2015. When her father is killed
by the notorious Rose Riders for a mysterious journal that reveals the secret
location of a gold mine, eighteen-year-old Kate Thompson disguises herself as a
boy and takes to the gritty plains looking for answers--and justice.
Bracken, Alexandra. The Darkest Minds. Hyperion, 2012. Sixteen-year-old Ruby
breaks out of a government-run rehabilitation camp for teens who acquired
dangerous powers after surviving a virus that wiped out most American children.
Series
Brown, Jennifer. Torn Away. Little, Brown, 2014. As Jersey copes with her tornado
tragedies, the deaths of both mom and sister, as well as the loss of her home, she
is further challenged when she is forced to live with her long estranged father.
Card, Orson Scott. Ender’s Game. Tor Books, 1985. A very young Ender Wiggin might
be the human race’s last chance to defeat a deadly alien invasion. Series
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Carleson, J. C. The Tyrant’s Daughter. Alfred A. Knopf, 2014. Exiled to the United
States after her father, a Middle Eastern dictator, is killed in a coup, fifteen-yearold Laila must cope with a completely new way of life, the truth of her father's
regime, and her mother’s and brother's ways of adjusting.
Cline, Ernest. Ready Player One. Crown, 2011. In the year 2044, Wade Watts, like
the rest of humanity, chooses to escape reality and spends his waking hours in
the limitless, utopian virtual world of the OASIS. When Wade stumbles upon the
first of the fiendish puzzles set up by OASIS creator James Halliday, he finds he
must compete with thousands of others -- including those willing to commit
murder -- in order to claim the prize of a massive fortune. Alex Award 2012
Coelho, Paulo. The Alchemist. Translated from the Portuguese by Alan R. Clarke.
HarperCollins, 1993. In this uplifting fable, Santiago takes a journey to find his
personal legend and live the life he is meant to live, meeting friends along the way
who provide him with the wisdom he needs to fulfill his dreams.
Cornwell, Betsy. Mechanica. Clarion, 2015. A retelling of Cinderella about an
indomitable inventor-mechanic who finds her prince but realizes she doesn't
want a fairy tale happy ending after all.
Crandall, Susan. Whistling Past the Graveyard: A Novel. Gallery Books, 2013.
Determined to get to Nashville to find her mother in 1963, nine-year-old spitfire
Starla Claudelle runs away from her strict grandmother's Mississippi home,
eventually accepting a ride from Eula, a black woman traveling alone with a white
baby.
Crossan, Sarah. One. Greenwillow, 2015. Despite problems at home, sixteen-year-old
conjoined twins Tippi and Grace are loving going to school for the first time and
making real friends when they learn that a cardiac problem will force them to
have separation surgery, which they have never before considered. Novel told in
verse.
Crutcher, Chris. Period.8. Greenwillow, 2013. At lunchtime, Mr. Logs opens his
classroom for students to unburden themselves, speak honestly, and figure
things out. When regular attendee Mary Wells disappears, the Period 8 group
must sort out the good guys from the bad.
Dessen, Sara. Saint Anything. Viking, 2015. Her brother and his problems have
pushed Sydney to the back seat in her family. A random stop at a local pizzeria
introduces her to an amazing journey which includes finding friends, family, love,
and herself.
Doty, James R. Into the Magic Shop : A Neurosurgeon’s Quest to Discover the
Mysteries of the Brain and the Secrets of the Heart. Avery, 2016. James
Doty, a distinguished neurosurgeon, reflects on his impoverished childhood, his
alcoholic father, and his career in medicine to show readers how it is
fundamentally possible to change the thinking patterns in one's brain.
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Foxlee, Karen. The Midnight Dress. Ember, 2015. Rose, nearly sixteen, is used to
traveling around with her alcoholic father but connects with the people of a small,
coastal Australian town, especially classmate Pearl and reclusive Edie, who
teaches her to sew a magical dress for the Harvest Festival while a mystery
unfolds around them. The audiobook is also highly recommended.
Gaiman, Neil. The Ocean at the End of the Lane: A Novel. William Morrow, 2013.
A man returns to his childhood home and relives the harrowing summer when a
girl, Lettie Hempstock, and her family save him from the darkness and evil that
were unleashed by a suicide that occurred near the pond at the end of their street.
Gardner, Sally. Maggot Moon. Candlewick, 2012. Friendship and trust inspire
Standish to rise up against an oppressive regime and expose the truth about a
planned moon landing.
Golding, William. The Lord of the Flies. First published in 1954. A plane crash leaves
a group of boys alone and unsupervised on a deserted island.
Green, John, Maureen Johnson, and Lauren Myracle. Let It Snow! Three Holiday
Romances. Speak, 2008. In three intertwining short stories, several high school
couples experience the trials and tribulations along with the joys of romance
during a Christmas Eve snowstorm in a small town.
Green, Sally. Half Bad. Viking, 2014. In modern-day England where witches live
alongside humans, Nathan, son of a White Witch and the most powerful Black
Witch, must escape captivity before his seventeenth birthday to receive the gifts
that will determine his future. Series
Hemingway, Ernest. A Farewell to Arms. First published 1929. A British nurse and
an American ambulance driver fall in love during World War I.
Herbert, Frank. Dune. First published 1965. The story of a young prince, Paul Artreides,
scion of a star-crossed dynasty, and of his journey from boy to warrior to ruler of
a dying planet destined to become a paradise regained. Series
Hesse, Monica. The Girl in the Blue Coat. Little, Brown. 2016. In 1943 Nazi-occupied
Amsterdam, teenage Hanneke--a 'finder' of black market goods--is tasked with
finding a Jewish girl who has seemingly vanished into thin air, and is pulled into
a web of resistance activities and secrets as she attempts to solve the mystery
and save the missing girl.
Hitchcock, Bonnie Sue. The Smell of Other People’s Houses. Wendy Lamb, 2016. In
quite possibly the best titled novel in recent years, this redemptive coming of age
story is told in four unique teen voices living in 1970s Alaska.
Howe, Katherine. Conversion. Putnam’s, 2014. When girls at Colleen’s high school
start experiencing strange tics and other mysterious symptoms, the small town
of Danvers, Massachusetts, falls victim to rumors that lead to full-blown panic.
Only Colleen connects their fate to Salem Village where three centuries earlier
another group of girls suffered a similarly bizarre epidemic.
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Jennings, Ken. Maphead: Charting the Wide, Weird World of Geography Wonks.
Scribner, 2011. Jennings, former software engineer turned multimillionaire
Jeopardy game show winner, used his lifelong obsession with geography to pen
this book about geography with topics ranging from historical maps to current
geographical trends such as Google Earth and geocaching.
Johnson, Maureen. The Name of the Star. Putnam’s, 2011. An American girl, Rory,
enrolls in a London boarding school for her senior year of high school and
encounters a suspenseful ghost mystery closely tied to the Jack the Ripper
murders of old. Series
Katz, Jon. Saving Simon: How a Rescue Donkey Taught Me the Meaning of
Compassion. Random House, 2015. In this heartfelt, thoughtful, and inspiring
memoir, the author tells the story of his beloved rescue donkey, Simon, and the
wondrous ways that animals make us wiser and kinder people.
Konigsberg, Bill. Openly Straight. Arthur A. Levine, 2013. Rafe plays soccer, wins
skiing prizes, likes to write, and hates tofu. In his junior year of high school,
Rafe, tired of being known as “that gay guy,” transfers across the country to an
all-boys’ boarding school and decides to be “openly straight.” His scheme is
wildly successful but gets complicated when he falls in love with one of his new
friends.
Kooser, Ted. Delights & Shadows: Poems. Copper Canyon Press, 2004. This
collection of poems by former Poet Laureate of the United States describes the
habits and struggles of daily life.
Lockhart, E. We Were Liars. Delacorte, 2013. Spending summers on her family's
private island off the coast of Massachusetts with her cousins and a special boy
named Gat, teenaged Cadence struggles to remember what happened during her
fifteenth summer.
Luttrell, Marcus. Lone Survivor: The Eyewitness Account of Operation Redwing
and the Lost Heroes of SEAL Team 10. Little, Brown, 2007. American Navy
SEAL and team leader Marcus Luttrell tells his story of the loss of his teammates
in July 2005 along the mountainous Afghanistan-Pakistan border to al-Qaida
insurgents.
Maberry, Jonathan. Rot & Ruin. Simon & Schuster, 2010. In a post-apocalyptic world
in which zombies have overtaken civilization, fences and border patrols guard the
few remaining people. Fifteen-year-old Benny Imura becomes convinced that he
must follow in his older brother's footsteps and become a bounty hunter. Series
Mandel, Emily St. John. Station Eleven. Alfred A. Knopf, 2014. Scenes from life before
and after a great pandemic decimates the world’s population depict life through
the eyes of members of a traveling group of performers.
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Mathieu, Jennifer. Devoted. Roaring Brook, 2015. Rachel Walker loves her family and
is devoted to God, but when she begins to question both her reclusive and
sheltered life and her relationship with God, she must decide if she will stay or
flee, leaving her family and community behind.
McNamee, Graham. Defender. Wendy Lamb, 2016. Seventeen-year-old Tyne and her
boyfriend Stick investigate a decades-old murder after she finds the body of a girl
in the basement wall of her apartment building.
McStay, Moriah. Everything That Makes You. Katherine Tegen, 2015. In alternating
voices, Fiona "Fi" Doyle experiences her teen years in two ways, with and without
a disfiguring accident that occurred at age six, dealing with its effects on her
brother and parents, her friendships, her dating life, her involvement in sports
and hobbies, her future plans, and especially her self-image.
Miodownik, Mark. Stuff Matters: Exploring the Marvelous Materials that Shape
Our Man-made World. Mariner, 2014. Explores objects as ordinary as an
envelope and as unexpected as concrete cloth, uncovering the fascinating secrets
that hold together our physical world.
Moore, Meredith. I am Her Revenge. Razorbill, 2015. Obedient Vivian arrives at
boarding school to attract fellow student, Ben, to toy with him, run away with
him, and break his heart on her mother’s orders. Ben is the son of a man who,
long ago, jilted her teenage mother. Revenge is the motive but the instrument –
Vivian – may not be the efficient hammer Mother envisions.
Oliver, Mary. Swan: Poems and Prose Poems. Beacon Press, 2010. Mary Oliver’s
adoration and awe of nature shines through in this slim collection of beautiful
poetry evocative of the beauty, brutality, and mysteries found in the natural
world.
Orwell, George. Animal Farm. First published in 1945. When Old Major, a prizewinning pig, has a dream, he calls the farm animals together to tell them about
his vision of the animals working and living together without the supervision of
a human. Old Major dies, but the other animals carry through with the
revolution. Animal equality is a founding principle of the rebellion, but when a
fight for leadership ensues, the only tenet that remains is “all animals are equal,
but some animals are more equal than others.”
Patrick, Cat. Forgotten. Little, Brown, 2011. Each night at precisely 4:33 am, while
sixteen-year-old London Lane is asleep, her memory of that day is erased. She
relies on reminder notes and a trusted friend to get through the day, but things
get complicated when a new boy at school enters the picture.
Perkins, Mitali, ed. Open Mic: Riffs on Life Between Cultures in Ten Voices.
Candlewick, 2013. Using a mix of diverse styles and perspectives, ten authors of
non-Caucasian background share their personal views on the ways race and
discrimination affect children and teenagers.
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Pung, Alice. Lucy and Linh. Alfred A. Knopf, 2016. Set in Australia, Lucy tries to
balance her life at home surrounded by her Chinese immigrant family, with her
life at a pretentious private school.
Raasch, Sara. Snow Like Ashes. Balzar + Bray, 2014. Sixteen years ago the Kingdom
of Winter was attacked by King Angra from the Kingdom of Spring. Most of the
Winterians were killed or enslaved. Meira and a group of Winterians journey to
find the magical conduit that will restore their Kingdom, not realizing that she is
the key to their future. Series
Rowell, Rainbow. Eleanor & Park: A Novel. St. Martin’s Griffin, 2013. Set over the
course of one school year in 1986, this is the story of two star-crossed misfits -smart enough to know that first love almost never lasts, but brave and desperate
enough to try.
Rowling, J.K., John Tiffany, and Jack Thorne. Harry Potter and the Cursed Child.
Parts One and Two. Arthur A. Levine, 2016. As an overworked employee of the
Ministry of Magic, a husband, and a father, Harry Potter struggles with a past
that refuses to stay where it belongs while his youngest son, Albus, finds the
weight of the family legacy difficult to bear.
Saeed, Aisha. Written in the Stars. Nancy Paulsen, 2015. Naila's vacation to visit
relatives in Pakistan turns into a nightmare when she discovers her parents want
to force her to marry a man she's never met.
Sales, Leila. This Song Will Save Your Life: A Novel. Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2013. Nearly a year after a failed suicide attempt, sixteen-year-old Elise discovers
that she has the passion and talent to be a disc jockey. This is a novel about
identity, friendship, and the power of music to bring people together.
Scotton, Christopher. The Secret Wisdom of the Earth. Grand Central, 2015. Kevin
comes to spend the summer with his grandfather and tries to help the
townspeople save the woods in Appalachia from the devastation of strip mining.
Sepetys, Ruta. Salt to the Sea: A Novel. Philomel, 2016. World War II is drawing to
a close in East Prussia, and thousands of refugees are on a desperate trek toward
freedom. When their paths converge in route to the ship that promises salvation,
Joana, Emilia, and Florian find their strength, courage, and trust in one another
tested with each step closer toward safety. When tragedy strikes the Wilhelm
Gustloff, they must fight for the same thing: survival.
Sheinkin, Steve. Bomb: The Race to Build and Steal the World’s Most Dangerous
Weapon. Roaring Brook, 2012. Scientists and spies are central characters in
this engaging and informative book describing the process of creating the first
atomic weapons. National Book Award Finalist 2013, Sibert Medal 2013.
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Showalter, Gena. Firstlife. Harlequin TEEN, 2016. Locked in an asylum for her
refusal to let her parents dictate her afterlife choices, Ten Lockwood finds herself
caught in a violent power struggle between the two leading Everlife realms that
would do anything to claim her powerful soul. Series
Shusterman, Neal. Scythe. Simon & Schuster, 2016. In a Utopian world where there
is no war, no unhappiness, and the creation of nannites has eliminated death,
the only challenge facing the world is overpopulation. Scythes have been given
the power to selectively kill or “glean” the population to keep growth in check.
Rowan and Cirta, the newly selected apprentice scythes, internally struggle with
“gleaning” and find that the world is really no utopia... Series
Stevenson, Noelle. Nimona. HarperTeen, 2015. Nimona is an impulsive young
shapeshifter with a knack for villainy. Lord Ballister Blackheart is a villain with
a vendetta. As sidekick and supervillain, Nimona and Lord Blackheart are about
to wreak some serious havoc. Eisner Award for Best Graphic Album 2016
Suma, Nova Ren. The Walls Around Us. Algonquin, 2015. Orianna and Violet are
ballet dancers and best friends, but when the ballerinas who have been harassing
Violet are murdered, Orianna is accused of the crime and sent to a juvenile
detention center where she meets Amber and they experience supernatural
events linking the girls together.
Tahir, Sabaa. An Ember in the Ashes. Razorbill, 2015. Laia is a Scholar living under
the iron-fisted rule of the Martial Empire. When her brother is arrested for
treason, Laia goes undercover as a slave at the empire's greatest military academy
in exchange for assistance from rebel Scholars who claim that they will help to
save her brother from execution. Series
Thompson, Holly. The Language Inside. Delacorte, 2013. Emma’s mother contracts
cancer and the American international high school sophomore moves from Japan
to Massachusetts with her family for necessary medical treatment. This novel-inverse touches on feelings of homesickness, but ends in hope as Emma develops
new friendships and finds her way in her home country.
Tittle, Y. A. with Kristine Setting Clark. Nothing Comes Easy. Triumph Books, 2009.
Experience the early hard-hitting, blood-spilling days of the NFL before fancy
helmets and a lot of protective padding were used. This autobiography of
Yelberton Abraham Tittle, who grew up during the Depression in Marshall, Texas,
is a history of the NFL and includes game records and statistics.
Vonnegut, Kurt. Slaughterhouse-Five, or, The Children's Crusade: A Duty-Dance
with Death. First published 1969. After surviving the bombing of Dresden in
World War II, Billy Pilgrim returns to civilian life and has a successful career until
he is kidnapped by aliens and displayed in a zoo on the planet of Tralfamadore.
Wallach, Tommy. We All Looked Up. Simon & Schuster, 2015. The lives of four high
school seniors intersect weeks before a meteor is set to pass through Earth's
orbit, with a 66.6% chance of striking and destroying all life on the planet.
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Wein, Elizabeth. Code Name Verity. Hyperion, 2012. In World War II, Maddie, a
British transport pilot, attempts to deliver her best friend and Resistance spy,
Julie (Code Name Verity), into Nazi-occupied France, but the plane crashes. Love,
courage, bravado, and intrigue drive the story to its stunning conclusion. Series.
Wilder, Thornton. Our Town: A Play in Three Acts. First published 1938. With the
well-earned reputation of an American classic, this play brings themes of growing
up, love, marriage, and death to the stage and portrays the dignity of the human
spirit through life in Grover’s Corner.
Wilson, Daniel H. Robopocalypse. Doubleday, 2011. An artificial intelligence program
has taken over the world, uniting all the computer programs residing in
everything from dolls and toys to domestic service robots, airplanes, and military
weapons. Its aim is to destroy all human life ... and the robots are winning. Alex
Award 2012. Series
Wilson, G. Willow. Ms. Marvel. Vol. 1, No Normal. Marvel, 2014. When PakistaniAmerican and Jersey City teenager Kamala Khan suddenly acquires
superpowers, she sets out to protect her community and her city while balancing
school and family life. Hugo Award 2015. Series.
Yancey, Rick. The 5th Wave. Putnam’s, 2013. Cassie Sullivan, the survivor of an alien
invasion, must rescue her young brother from the enemy with help from a boy
who may be one of them. Series
Yoon, Nicola Everything, Everything. Delacorte, 2015. The story of a teenage girl
who's literally allergic to the outside world. When a new family moves in next
door, she begins a complicated romance that challenges everything she's ever
known. The narrative unfolds via vignettes, diary entries, texts, charts, lists,
illustrations, and more.
Zentner, Jeff. The Serpent King. Crown, 2015. Small towns can be a hard place to
grow up when you don’t fit the mold, but for three high school seniors, it is nearly
impossible. Dill whose father is incarcerated, Lydia who is a fashion blogger
longing for New York, and Travis who is living in an abusive home find an unlikely
friendship that bonds them together and helps them find hope for the future.
William C. Morris Award 2017
Zuckoff, Mitchell. Frozen in Time: An Epic Story of Survival and a Modern Quest
for Lost Heroes of World War II. Harper, 2013. One search-and-rescue team
is caught in a storm and crashes into the Greenland ice cap, leaving its members
struggling to stay alive in the extreme, bitterly cold conditions. A second searchand-rescue team flies into a storm and vanishes. Parallel stories alternate
between the crashed teams and a 2012 storyline of an expedition trying to solve
the mystery of the vanished plane.
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Compiled by:
Julia Beddingfield (Chair), Second Baptist School
Elizabeth Dronet (Chair), St. John XXIII College Preparatory
Diana Armentor, Awty International School
Wayne Cherry, St. Piux X High School
Sarah Gesell, The Kinkaid School
Pam Hill, John Cooper School
Krystal Irven, Episcopal High School
Dorian Myers, The Kinkaid School
Peg Patrick, St. John’s School
Jean Pfluger, Duchesne Academy
Joanie South-Shelley, St. Thomas High School
Hannah Bailey, Houston Christian High School
Jennifer Succi, Episcopal High School
Suzanne Webb, St. John’s School
Maggie Wurzer, Strake Jesuit College Preparatory
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